The Gerobak Bioskop (Cinema Cart)
Network - Ruangrupa

In one night several films are projected for free. Independent
film screeners run these outdoor screenings.

There is a unique way of watching film in Indonesian that also shapes the memory of experiencing
films in the country; it is called â€œlayar tancapâ€• or outdoor screening. It is usually held in an open
square (eg. football field), where a film is projected onto a large screen. In one night several films are
projected for free. Independent film screeners run these outdoor screenings. This tradition not only
shapes the experience of watching films but also becomes an event for social gathering where people
meet at â€œpasar malamâ€• (night fair) for social interaction and economic transaction. This habit has
vanished with the rise of indoor cinemas and the monopoly of film distribution In Indonesia. The spirit
of Layar Tancap inspires our independent media distribution project. It aims to return the spirit of
watching film and creating a social gathering, it can also be held organically in many places. The
Gerobak Bioskop cinema cart, is designed as a movable and easily operated film and video screening
station. The equipment will be collaboratively designed by artists, designers, IT technicians and will
then be created by the community according to local aesthetics.The Gerobaks and all equipment
donated to the communities and will bemonitored to make sure that they continue to conduct regular
screeningprogrammes and/or other events related to education in media and itspresentation in public
space.
With Gerobak Bioskop project, Ruangrupa will try to strengthen the network between organizations in
Indonesia, with similar visions, in order to collaborate and exchange discourse.

Project author or developer:
Alessio Antoniolli and Zoe Butt
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